
Horses evolved to eat small amounts
of forage continuously throughout
the day and night. How can we feed
our domesticated horses the way
nature intended?

Offering free-choice hay can lead to 
 over eating. And hay that's fed on
the ground can be soiled and wasted. 

Slow feed netting is proven to
manage the consumption of hay. But
filling hay bags every day takes a lot
of time. And horses often hold their
heads in unnatural positions while
they're eating from a bag.

The OptiMizer combines the best
of slow feed netting with the
convenience of a multi-bale
feeder.

Our research shows that the
OptiMizer results in natural forage
behaviours. Hay consumption is
regulated and horses are content.

With an OptiMizer, you can rest
assured that you are providing your
horses' hay in a natural and healthy
way. 
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Always have
hay available
for your
horses.

Slow, Natural Grazing ...
Keeps Hay Clean
Reduces Waste

Saves Time
 
  

Available Spring 2023
OptiMizer InStall

The OptiMizer InStall holds
enough hay for the night

(up to 25 pounds).
.

Slow feeding has never
been this quick.



So nice, we bought it twice!
 

With the money that we saved on our first purchase, we purchased a second feeder a
year later. We monitored the wasted hay from ground feeding, hay huts and the

OptiMizer. Hands down the OptiMizer saved us money compared to the other two hay
feed methods. Very little wasted hay on the ground, to be slept, peed, and pooped
on! Or pushed into the mud.The original feeder has been pushed to the limits and

still works great and looks like new. Great safe design, all horses can reach and feed
safely. This feeder keeps horses busy slow feeding, all maintain healthy weight and

condition on the slow feeder and the feeder is easy to move if needed.
 

If you are looking for a safe and reliable hay feeding solution, that will
save you money, the OptiMizer is the one for you.

 

Tracey G., Serenity Stables 

    Optimize Feeding Hay

Clean hay is always available
Eating is slow and relaxed
Head is down in a natural position
A safe herd environment is created

For your horses...

About the
OptiMizer
The OptiMizer holds two small square
bales of hay (2-string) or up to 150
pounds of flakes from a 3-string or
large square.

The manger is made of the same
polymer used to make playground
equipment. All the corners are
rounded or bevelled for safety. There
are 13 drainage holes so rainwater
will not collect in the bottom.

OptiNet knotless netting is proven to
be durable yet gentle for feeding
horses. The netting drapes over the
hay as it is consumed slowly through
the openings. The netting is mounted
on a stainless steel assembly that
quickly slides open to refill hay. 

The OptiMizer measures 4' by 4'
square and weighs about 100 pounds
Handholds make it easy to pull or
carry.  It is available in 3 heights (34",
27", 22") and with a choice of netting
(1.25", 1.6", 2.5") to meet the needs of
your horses.  

 

The OptiMizer is an investment
that pays for itself in hay

savings.
 

www.hayoptimizer.net
519-803-6582

 
 

Easy and fast to refill
Hay consumption is controlled
Hay is not soiled or wasted
Peace of mind—your horses have hay

And for you...


